Abstract: 1,3,6,8-tetranitro carbazole (TNC) as a secondary explosive is used in composite explosive formulations in order to reduce the sensitivity and increase the stability of the explosive composites. In this work, the thermal stabilities of pure TNC and its nanocomposites prepared via three different nanoparticles were studied by thermal analysis, i.e. differential scanning calorimetery (DSC) and thermogravimetry (TG) techniques. Thermal analysis data revealed that the thermal behavior of pure TNC is significantly different from the nanocomposites studied. Pure TNC decomposed completely during a single step in the temperature range 385-425 °C. However, the addition of nanoparticles to the TNC powder leads to higher thermal stability in comparison with the pure TNC. The decomposition kinetics of TNC and its nanocomposites were studied by non-isothermal DSC at several heating rates. Thermokinetic and thermodynamic parameters corresponding to the thermal decomposition of pure TNC and nanocomposites were computed and compared. The results showed that the addition of nanoparticles to the TNC powder has a considerable effect on the thermal stability of the explosive.
Introduction
1,3,6,8-tetranitro carbazole (TNC), a nitroaromatic explosive with the chemical structure shown in Figure 1 , is a secondary nitroaromatic explosive which was Thermal analysis data combined with thermokinetic and thermodynamic results for energetic materials (such as TNC) is essential for safe handling, storage, and use of these hazardous compounds [5] [6] [7] . Thermal analysis results can also be analysed using kinetic theory to provide valuable parameters concerning the thermal decomposition of energetic compounds. Examples include suitable mechanisms, decomposition rates, and the values of kinetic and thermodynamic parameters [8, 9] . Furthermore, thermal analysis data permit the prediction of the critical ignition temperature and the shelf-life or half-life for an energetic compound at any given temperature [10] [11] [12] . These capabilities make thermal analysis techniques valuable tools in energetic materials characterization.
Organic/inorganic nanocomposites including one or several nanomaterials have been widely investigated in recent years [13] [14] [15] . Depending on the number of particles with dimensions in the nanometer range, nanomaterials can be classified into three main categories, i.e. nanoparticles, nanotubes and nanolayers [16] [17] [18] . Important inorganic nanoscale fillers, which are widely used in nanocomposites, include nanotubes (mainly carbon nanotubes or CNTs), layered silicates (e.g. montmorillonite), SiO 2 , metal oxides (e.g. Al 2 O 3 , TiO 2 , Fe 2 O 3 ), metal nanoparticles (e.g. Au, Ag), semiconductors (e.g. PbS, CdS), and nanodiamond. All of these nanoparticles have been used in order to enhance the physical and mechanical properties of composites [19, 20] . The effect of nanoparticles on enhancing the flame retardancy and thermal degradation of nanocomposites is well known [21] . It has been reported that CNTs can encapsulate molecules of target compounds (or provide a strong interaction with them), and the resulting composite can exhibit new properties, e.g. a different thermal stability compared to the pure component [19] . On the other hand, Al 2 O 3 and TiO 2 (two well-known metal oxides) can have catalytic effects on the thermal decomposition reactions of organic and polymeric compounds, which may lead to a higher or lower stability for the resulting composites [20, 21] .
In the first part of this study, the thermal behavior of pure TNC was investigated using thermogravimetery (TG) and differential scanning calorimetery (DSC) techniques. Then, in the second part, the effects of three different nanoscale compounds (Al 2 O 3 and TiO 2 nanoparticles and CNTs) on the thermal stability of TNC were studied. In the third part of this work, the thermokinetic and thermodynamic parameters of pure TNC and its composites with nanomaterials were obtained and compared. To the best our knowledge, there is no previous report available on the thermal behavior and degradation kinetics of TNC.
Experimental

Materials and instruments
The wetting solvent n-hexane was purchased from Merck. TNC was synthesized and recrystallized three times from acetone (purity of 99.7%) as reported previously [22] . Multiwall CNTs were obtained from Nanocyl™ NC 7000 (Belgium) and used as received. Aluminum oxide and titanium oxide nanoparticles were prepared in our laboratory by the flame combustion technique as reported previously [23, 24] .
Titanium tetraisopropoxide was used as the source of titanium, while hydrated aluminum nitrate was used in the synthesis of alumina nanoparticles. The synthesized TiO 2 and Al 2 O 3 nanoparticles were characterized using SEM and XRD. The SEM images obtained are shown in Figure 2 . As can be seen in this figure, aluminum oxide and titanium oxide nanoparticles have a (surface) average particle size of 50 nm and 40 nm, respectively. A simultaneous thermal analyzer (STA) instrument including a TG analyzer coupled with a DSC attachment was used for TG/DSC studies. TG/DSC experiments were carried out at a heating rate of 10 K·min −1 in nitrogen atmosphere at 1 bar, the sample mass being 4 mg. DSC experiments were performed using a DuPont DSC model 910 at heating rates of 10, 15, 20, and 25 K·min −1 from 40 °C up to the end of the decomposition process. DSC measurements were conducted by placing 3 mg samples in an aluminum pan with a perforated lid under a nitrogen atmosphere (flow rate 50 mL·min 
Nanocomposites preparation procedure
The preparation of the energetic nanocomposites was carried out via dispersion of each nanomaterial (10% by weight with respect to total amount of TNC) by sonication for 10 min in 10 mL of hexane. Then, the TNC powder was added
Results and Discussion
The prepared nanocomposites were characterized using SEM. The images obtained are presented in Figure S1 (see supporting information). As can be seen in this figure, the nanomaterials are dispersed throughout the matrices of the energetic samples. Afterwards the samples were investigated by thermal analysis techniques to characterize their thermal behavior and thermokinetic parameters.
Thermal properties of pure TNC and nanocomposites
TG/DSC thermograms for pure TNC samples are shown in Figure 3a . The pure TNC DSC curve shows no change in the thermal pattern of the explosive up to 270 °C. The DSC curve reveals endothermic behavior for TNC near 298 °C. This peak corresponds to the melting point of the energetic compound. At a temperature higher than the melting point (409.7 °C), decomposition of TNC occurred seen as a sharp exothermic peak. This event corresponded to about a 100% loss in the mass of sample as can be seen in the TG thermogram for a pure TNC sample. As can be seen in the DSC curve ( Figure 3a) there is a long temperature interval between fusion of TNC at 297.7 °C and its rapid exothermic decomposition at 409.7 °C. ; Nitrogen atmosphere Simultaneous TG/DSC thermograms for the TNC-TiO 2 nanocomposite are shown in Figure 3b . No thermal event is observed before the melting point of TNC near 296 °C. However, there are two continuous exothermic peaks above this temperature, corresponding to the decomposition process of TNC. The decomposition process continued until about 550 °C where it reached its end. The completeness of the sample decomposition is confirmed by a TG curve. For this energetic nanocomposite, the first decomposition step occurred at a peak temperature of 403.9 °C. In the second step of the TNC-TiO 2 decomposition process, an exothermic phenomenon was observed at about 423 °C. The TG curve for this sample showed continuous mass loss during these exothermic phenomena with about an 80% decrease in the total mass of the sample.
TG/DSC thermograms for TNC-Al 2 O 3 are presented in Figure 3c . The thermal behavior of this nanocomposite is similar to the TNC-TiO 2 sample. In the DSC curve, an endothermic peak and two exothermic peaks were observed at temperatures of 295.2 °C, 395.5 °C and 426.2 °C, respectively. The endothermic peak appearing at 295.2 °C corresponds to the melting of TNC in the mixture and is not associated with any decrease in the sample's mass. By contrast, the first exothermic peak originates at the beginning of the thermal decomposition process of the TNC-Al 2 O 3 nanocomposite and the second peak observed at about 426.2 °C is responsible for the final stage of composite decomposition. Here, again the TG curve of the sample showed continuous mass loss during both exothermic phenomena resulting in about 90% decrease in the total mass of the sample. Figure 3d shows TG and DSC curves for the TNC-CNT nanocomposite. These thermograms confirm that the thermal behavior of this energetic composite is similar to TNC-Al 2 O 3 and TNC-TiO 2 . This nanocomposite showed endothermic behavior near 294.3 °C (which is the melting point of the TNC in the mixture) without any change in the sample mass occurring in the TG thermogram. Above the melting point, the first step of decomposition occurred at a peak temperature of 432.9 °C. Then, the second step of decomposition for this energetic nanocomposite was observed at a maximum DSC peak temperature of 558.8 °C (which is the decomposition temperature of the CNTs [25] ) and caused amplification of the mass loss in this step. These two steps were associated with about 95% sample mass loss in the TG thermogram. A summary of TG/DSC data for the thermal behavior of the energetic nanocomposites is presented in Table 1 . ). DSC thermograms for the decomposition of pure TNC, TNC-Al 2 O 3 , TNC-TiO 2 and TNC-CNT at different heating rates are shown in Figure S2 (see S.I.). As expected [26] , all of the samples investigated showed higher decomposition peak temperatures at higher heating rates. Arrhenius parameters for thermal decomposition of the energetic nanocomposites were determined using the ASTM method E698 [27] and TNC-CNT (r = 0.999), which indicates that the thermal decomposition mechanisms of these energetic nanocomposites undergoes no variation during the decomposition process at the heating rates investigated [28, 29] . The activation energy value required for thermal decomposition of each sample was computed from the slopes of these lines (−E a /R). Then, these values of activation energies were used to determine the logarithm of the pre-exponential factor, ln(A/s -1 ), via the following equation as proposed by ASTM E698:
Values of activation energy and frequency factors for pure TNC and energetic nanocomposites were calculated using the ASTM method and the results are presented in Table 2 . The activation energies (E a ) for the samples studied were also calculated using the Starink method (another well-known thermokinetic method). In this method, the value of activation energy is obtained by plotting ln(β·T m - 1.92 ) vs. 1/T m . Fortunately, the Starink method (like the ASTM method) can predict the activation energy of a sample without precise knowledge of the reaction mechanism, via the following expression [30, 31] :
The plots of ln(β·T m -1.92 ) versus the reciprocal of the absolute peak temperature for the samples studied produced straight lines with regression coefficients r = 0.991 for pure TNC and r = 0.999 for TNC-Al 2 O 3 , TNC-TiO 2 and TNC-CNT. These results confirm that the thermal decomposition mechanisms of the energetic samples studied do not change much over the heating rates investigated [29] . Thereafter, the values of the frequency factors (A) corresponding to the activation energies obtained by this method for pure TNC and the other energetic nanocomposites were computed using Equation 1 . The values of the Arrhenius parameters computed using both the ASTM and Starink methods are presented in Table 2 . Comparing the data obtained from these two kinetics methods reveals that the values of activation energy calculated for all the energetic samples studied using the Starink method are slightly higher than those obtained using the ASTM method. However, the trend in activation energy values for the energetic samples shows good agreement between the ASTM Starink methods. In the next step, the thermodynamic parameters attributed to the activation of the decomposition reactions of pure TNC and the energetic nanocomposites studied were predicted using expressions (3)- (5) while the thermokinetic data computed using the ASTM and Starink methods (shown in Table 2 ) were used as input data [32] [33] [34] :
In Equation 3, υ = K B T/h (where K B is the Boltzmann constant and h is the Planck constant). Table 2 gives the calculated values of thermodynamic parameters for pure TNC and its energetic nanocomposites. These thermodynamic values are interesting because they were obtained based on the maximum peak temperatures (T m ) of the DSC curves which characterize the highest decomposition rate of TNC and its nanocomposites.
Determination of reaction rate constants
The rate constant (k) for the decomposition reaction of the samples studied was determined using Equation 6 , where the mechanism of the decomposition reactions is assumed to be first order [35, 36] :
The decomposition reaction rate (k) for each of the samples studied was calculated using the values of activation energies (E a ) and frequency factors (A) obtained using the ASTM and Starink methods at a temperature of 25 °C. Table 2 shows the computed values of ln k for pure TNC and the first decomposition step for the nanocomposites (i.e., TNC-Al 2 O 3 , TNC-TiO 2 and TNC-CNT samples). Comparison of the TNC reaction rate constant with the TNC-Al 2 O 3 , TNC-TiO 2 and TNC-CNT reaction rate constants revealed that the rate constant for TNC is considerably higher than that for TNC-CNT. However, this parameter for the TNC-Al 2 O 3 and TNC-TiO 2 nanocomposites is higher than for pure TNC. The lower reaction rate constant for TNC-CNT shows that this energetic nanocomposite has a considerably higher half-life rather than pure TNC in an identical condition of storage, while the half-lives of the two other nanocomposites (i.e., TNC-Al 2 O 3 and TNC-TiO 2 ) are lower.
Critical ignition temperature
The critical ignition temperature (T b ) is an important parameter which is defined as the maximum temperature that a specific compound can be heated to without undergoing thermal runaway [37, 38] . Determining this parameter is essential to ensure safe storage, handling and process operations for high energetic compounds. This temperature can be estimated from the thermokinetic data (pre-exponential factor, activation energy, and heat of reaction) using combustion theory. In the present study, the critical temperatures for thermal ignition (T b ) of pure TNC, TNC-Al 2 O 3 , TNC-TiO 2 and TNC-CNT nanocomposites were predicted using Equations 7 and 8 [37] :
where
are the universal gas constant and the activation energy, respectively. Meanwhile, T e0 (which is defined as the onset temperature, T e , corresponding to ϕ i → 0) was obtained using 
Comparison of the pure TNC kinetic data with that for nanocomposites
In this work, the thermal stability and decomposition kinetics of pure TNC, TNC-Al 2 O 3 , TNC-TiO 2 and TNC-CNT nanocomposites were studied under identical conditions. As seen in Figure 3a and Table 1 , TNC melts at 297.7 °C and ignites at a higher temperature (409.7 °C) with a complete fall in the mass of the sample. The addition of Al 2 O 3 nanoparticles to TNC decreases the melting and decomposition temperatures of TNC to about 295.2 °C and 395.5 °C, respectively. This trend agreed with a previous study [15] which proposed Al 2 O 3 could accelerate the decomposition process of organic compounds via a heterogeneous catalysis mechanism. Replacement of Al 2 O 3 in the composite by TiO 2 nanoparticles changes the TNC melting temperature to 296.0 °C and the decomposition temperature to around 403.9 °C. This effect occurs because the presence of some oxides (such as TiO 2 ) may change the decomposition pathway of the organic compounds by increasing the quantity of releasing heavy components and decreasing the amount of evolved gas [13] [14] [15] . Furthermore, these nanoparticles give rise to a high diffusivity and better heat transfer through the bulk sample [15] . However, replacement of TiO 2 in the composite by CNTs causes the melting point to shift to about 294.3 °C and the decomposition temperature to about 432.9 °C. This pattern was observed due to the ability of CNTs to effectively prevent transport of volatile thermal decomposition products out of the nanocomposite by acting as physical barriers [14] . In addition, appropriate interfacial adhesion between the CNTs and the TNC matrix may restrict the thermal motion of the decomposed molecules resulting in further improvement to the thermal stability of the TNC-CNT nanocomposite.
Comparison of the thermal pattern of pure TNC with nanocomposites reveals that the TNC-CNT mixture is more stable than pure TNC. However, two other nanocomposites, i.e. TNC-Al 2 O 3 and TNC-TiO 2 , have a lower thermal stability. Meanwhile, all the nanocomposites studied decomposed via two continuous steps despite pure TNC completely decomposing in a single step. This effect can be confirmed by considering the thermokinetic data shown in Table 2 . The thermokinetic data reveals that among the energetic nanocomposites studied only the TNC-CNT has a higher activation energy for its decomposition reaction while the two other nanocomposites have lower activation energies for their decomposition. These results show that Al 2 O 3 and TiO 2 nanoparticles have negative effects on the thermal stability of TNC as an energetic material whereas CNT has the reverse effect on the thermal stability of this explosive molecule and enhances its thermal stability.
Comparing the thermodynamic parameters presented in Table 2 shows that the value of ΔS # for TNC-CNT is considerably higher than for pure TNC and the other nanocomposites studied. This means that the corresponding activated complex for TNC-CNT decomposition has a lower degree of arrangement (higher entropy) than its initial state, while the TNC-Al 2 O 3 material follows an opposite trend. This trend means (according to the theory of activated complex or transition theory [38, 39] ) that the thermal decomposition of TNC-CNT can be interpreted as a slow reaction, while that for TNC-Al 2 O 3 has a fast reaction rate. On the other hand, the value of ΔG # for the decomposition of pure TNC and its energetic nanocomposites are comparable. However, the value of the activation enthalpies (ΔH # ) for the decomposition of pure TNC is considerably lower than that for TNC-CNT but higher than that for TNC-Al 2 O 3 and TNC-TiO 2 . The values of ΔH # and ΔG # for all the samples studied are positive which shows that their decomposition reactions are dependent on the introduction of heat and could be carried out as non-spontaneous reactions.
Conclusions
The thermal decomposition patterns of pure TNC as a secondary explosive and its composites with various nanomaterials were studied using the DSC and TG techniques. The results showed that the addition of Al 2 O 3 , TiO 2 and CNT to the TNC explosive has strong effects on its thermal stability. These effects are dependent on the nanomaterial: the various nanomaterials studied had positive and negative effects on the thermal stability of TNC. The values of activation energies for the decomposition of energetic samples obtained via different methods confirm the TG/DSC data and indicate that the thermal stability of the TNC-CNT nanocomposite is higher than pure TNC. However, TNC-Al 2 O 3 and TNC-TiO 2 nanocomposites have a lower thermal stability than pure TNC. Also, the TG/DSC thermograms showed that all the nanocomposites studied decompose via two continuous steps, as opposed to pure TNC which decomposes in a single step. Based on the thermal analysis data obtained in the present study, it was found that the energetic nanocomposites and pure TNC have the following relative thermal stability: TNC-CNT > TNC > TNC-TiO 2 > TNC-Al 2 O 3 .
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